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Dr. Jon Gundlach has shared two case reports
which highlighted ‘how great products can
significantly enhance even “the invincible”. He
featured how the SevenPoint2 system has
helped rower Anna Genevieve Colbaugh in
keeping her performance in its best state.
There was also a testimonial from her coach,
Danny Harris, who was more than happy to
see the athlete doing extremely well thanks to
7.2.
This is the testimonial from the 7.2 newsletter:
“I put the SevenPoint2® Shake and SevenPoint2® Greens together in a glass
every morning before practice. I have noticed that my injuries that I have
(runner’s knee and joint pain) have been decreasing. I feel more energetic
before, during and after work- outs and I feel like I can go longer working out. I
would definitely encourage other rowers and athletes to at least try the product
and just see if they feel healthier and stronger, because it could make a
difference in performance and make them feel more confident and positive about
their abilities and health, which is so important not just physically but also
emotionally.”
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~Anna Genevieve Colbaugh, Rower (Danny Harris Coach)

“At the beginning of the season, Anna was one athlete on the fence of making
the top boat. She came in at 171lbs and in mild shape at 5’11”. She was anemic
and not on a nutritional plan. She was often sick and fatigued.
I introduced the Sevenpoint2® system of SevenPoint2® Shake, SevenPoint2®
Greens, and Recovery with HydroFX® to Anna. She immediately felt more
strength and stamina and started losing weight. She went from coming in the
middle of the pack to finishing in the lead.
Anna has lost over 15lbs and increased her power output by over 30%. She has
a leaner figure and greater muscle tone. She can now run further and harder
without the knee and joint discomfort. She can push harder on the ergo
machines and is the top time. She has earned the stroke seat of our eight and
led us to a major upset of a huge rival.”
~Coach Danny Harris, Women’s Head Rowing Coach
University of California, Irvine
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FAQ: 7.2 Shake

Weight Loss Made
Lucia Bayot – Platinum 7.2 Shake: A Premium
Simple and 7.2 Shake
Source of Plant-Based
Protein
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